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11 Let this be a new town,symbollic of the freedom of 

India, unfettered by the traditions of the past ... an expression 

of the nation's faith in the future. 11 I 

Pandit Nehru. 

I . EVENSON, Norm~: Le Corbu s i.er.: The Hach inc ~-~_!!1_~_5"~.<?.'..'.<l_!>_<:_'~.i.g_r~ - pp . 9 8 
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The town was actually a city, Chandigarh, the birth of 

which came after a series of tragedies and massacres. In 1947. India 

gained its independance from the British. The following year, when 
, .... 

pakistan was being formed, the Indian state of Punjab was divided 

in two, making its capital Lahora part of the Pakistani side. The 

town of Simla was used as a temporary capital, but it was inade

quate. The demand then was for a new capital for the Punjab. 2 .. 

2. CURTIS, Wi 11 iam Jl\: Le Cor busier: Ideas & Forms - pp. 1.88 
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The site was chosen carefully by P.L.Varma, chief engi

neer for the Punjab, and P.N.Thapar, state administrator of public 

works. 3 It was an 8918 acre plateau 1300 ft. above sea level. 4 

Bounded by two river valleys, it was close to the main Delhi -

Simla line, far enough from the Pakistani border, at the foothills 

of the Himalayas. Its name was chosen after the Hindu Godess of po

wer "Chandi". 5 
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3. Ibid - pp. 188 

4. SANDERSON, G./\ . : "Chandigarh", Progressive 1\rchit<>cture, N:nch 195 /i

pp. 130- 13 7 

5. CURTIS, Willinm Jl t: Le Corbusier: Ideas (;, Forms - pp. lflfl 



Due to lack of trained local technicians, the project 

was commissioned to foreign planners: Albert Mayer and Matthew Nowi

cki. The result was influenced by western urban design theory. The 

pl~n incorporated for a system of residential units with houses, 

schools, shops and parks. MOtor circulation was separated from pe

destrians. The government buildings were placed at the upper part 

of the city, the commertial district was at its core, and the in

dustrial zone lay to its right. 6 
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The death of Nowicki in spring 1950 1n a plane crash 

1n Egypt made Thapar and Varma search for a new architect. Feeling 

that noone in India could handle the task, they went to London to 

Maxwell Fry and Jane Drew, who recomended Le Corbusier. After re

fusin~ at first, L-C changed his mind and agreed to be chief archi

tectural consultant as a whole and exclusive designer of the capi

tal buildings. The main work could be done in L-C's studio in Paris 

allowing for two months long visits yearly. Drew and Fry were em

ployed on three year contracts for the design and construction of 

the residential sectors and ct1eir facilities. All three, with Pierre 

Jeanneret- "The kno t s and bolts man on site", who later on became 

the chief architect of the government -were the imported fore i gn 

team in India.7 

7. CURTIS, Will inm JR: Le Corbusier: Ideas & Form s - pp . 189-1 90 
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In 1951, in a resthouse on the road to S~la, the team 

worked together for about four weeks, but the guidelines for Chan

digarh were put down in four days. Being truthful to the contract, 

they d~rived the plan from that of Mayer. Curved roads were repla

ced by an orthogonal grid, with a few of slightly curved lateral 

roads for variety.B The result, an anthropomorphic diagram- as 

L-C vi~ualizes it - with ~he Capitol forming the head, the sectors 

the body, the city center the heart, the park belts are lungs, the 

educational area is the left arm while the industrial area signi

fies the right. 9 

8. Ibid - pp. 190 

9. SANDERSON, G./\.: "Ch11ndignrh", ProgressivP 1\rrhitectur<', tlnr. 51i- pp.IJI 
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L-C's plan conforms to the theory of the 7Vs (Les Sept 

Voh) ,"a system dividing traffic into a series of categories comp

rising a heirarchy of circulation ranging from arterial roads to 

apartment house corridoors."IO VI, the national road, connects to 

Simla on one side and to New Delhi on the other. V2 is the mnst 

important, it comes from both right and left and intersects the 

main axis of the plan - A 100 m wide avenue heading towards the 

Capitol - at the commercial center. I I 

10. EVENSON, Normn: Le Corbusier: The Machine and the Grand DcRig':'_- pp. 100 

II. BOESIGER, w.: Lc Corbusier: Oeuvre Complete 1946-1952- pp. 114 
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The sect o rs used by L-C are suitable for the Indian 

classes; each sector is occupied by a different class, and surroun

ded oq four sides by VJ roads, which are dedicat~d solely to fast 

moving traffic. No doors open on VJ roads, .furthermore, no car

stops are provided except every 400 m, where they could access to 

different sectors. 12 

ro 
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12. Ibid- pp. 114 
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The V4 is a shopping street which provides for all the 

needs of the society, through shops and tradesmen. 13 Thus it becomes 

li~e a bazaar,providing interaction between sectors. Traffic slows 

down over here. VS connects to V4 to the interiors of sectors. V6 

connects extremities of the network to the doors of houses. lastly 

the V7 is for entertainment and sports. The 7Vs have been carefully 

designed to facilitate the circulation throughout the city. 14 

After setting down the main guidelines and zones of the 

city plan, L-C turned his efforts towards tackling the project of 

the governmental complex, the Capitol. 

The program was to house the three powers of the state: 

Judiciary, Legislative, and Executive, in addition to the govern~r's 

Palace . IS Moreover, since " Chandigarh was the product of political 

crisis, embodying the desire of a new nation, poor, technically un

developed, and torn with inner dissention, to create a city symbo

llic of permanence and order, a focal point for the incipient natio

nalist spirit. As L-C has sought to redefine the master plan of the 

city to achieve a suitably monumental scale, so he stru6gled to 

give the Capitol the imprint of unity and power appropriate to its 

symboll ic function." 16 

The problems he faced while designing the Capitol, as 

well as the whole city, were twofold. First are the problems stem

ming out of the nature of the site and its governing weather con

ditions. Secondly, the problems arising from the primitive techno

logy of India and the scarceness of certain new building materials 

like steel. 

13. Ibid - pp. 114 

14. Ibid - pp . II'• 

15. VON MOOS, Stn~iAlnuR: Le Corbusier: ElemcntA o[ Synthcsi~ - pp.255 

16. EVENSON, Normn: Le Corbusier: The Machine nnd the Grand DeR! .~- pp.IOJ 
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The Indian climate is very varriable. The shnrt Wln

ters have approximately freezing temperatures. From March tn June 

the weather is hot and dry, then come the territorial monsoon 

rains, hot and humid, encouraging the growth of insect life. Then 

comes September with a following period of dryand warm weather be

fore the cold winter comes again. 17 

Arriving at the site of the Capitol, L-C saw it as" .. 

united with the inexpressibl~, the imperceptible, and the inexpli

cable."l8 In his Modulor II he wrote: "The question of optics be

came paramount when we had to decide where to put the government 

buildings (or Palaces). We made some masts, eight meters high, 

painted alternately black and white,each bearing a white flag. We 

tried for the first time to apportion the site. The corners of the 

palaces were fixed by black and white masts. It was found that the 

intervals between buildings were too large. There was anxiety and 

anguish in taking the decisions on that vast limitless ground. 

A pathetic soliloquy! I had to appretiate and to decide alone. The 

problem was no longer that of reasoning but of sensation. Chandi

garh is not acity of lords, princes or kings, confined within walls, 

crowded in by neighbours. It was a matter of occupying the plain. 

The geometrical event was, in truth, a sculpture of the intellect. 

No potter's clay in your hands to experiment with. No maquette that 

could have ever served as a genuine aid to a decision. It was 

a tension, mathematical in nature, which would bear fruit only when 

the buildings were completed. The right point. The right distance. 

Appreciation. Groping, we brought the masts closer to one another. 

It was a battle of space, fought within the mind. Arithmatic, tex

turique, geometries: it would all be there when the whole was 

finished. For the moment, oxen, cows and goats, driven by peasants 

crossed the sun-scorched fields."l9 

17. SANDERSON, G.A.: "Chandigarh", Progressive Architecture, Har·ch .195(,-

pp. 131-132 

18. FRANC!.lEU, Francoise de: Le Corbusier Sketchbo_sl~'l_-'_.Y()~!_.]_ - pp. 190 

19. LE CORBUSIER: Modular II- pp.214-215 
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The Capitol buildings were erected by a rather un

trained workmanship, using poor building materials and little machi

nery.20 However, in one of his sketchbooks, L-C states that buil

ding in Chandigarh with little mechanical power was advantageous 

to the design; he benefited from the slowness of construction and 

took design decisions on site. It was more flexible than designing 

in an advanced country where the design had to be complete before 

the construction starts.21 
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20. IIOESIGER, W. : .!:.'! Corbusier: Oeuv!e Cotnplet~~§_-195_£- pp.JIIo 

2 I. I'Ri\NCLIEU, Frnn c oise de: Le Cq_~busier Sketc:_\~~oks. : Vo!_,__J - pp: 195 
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L-C's solution tothese problems stemmed out from the 

understanding of the problem per se. The sun, wind, and rain fac-

tors were solved by use of the parasol or umbrella, a shading de-

VlCe that hangs over the building. Its function lS to channel the 

a1r flow to the building, to cast a shadow over the building, and 

finally to receive rain water and transfer it to water basins that 

were placed on the ground level; in other words, it acted as a huge 

gutter. Another problem, that of the sun penetrating the facades, 

was solved by use of the brise soleil which works like the window 

overhangs,but instead, occupies the whole facade influencing 

its structure.22 The regulating lines and proportions were given 

by the Modular. 

The Chief material used in Chandigarh is rough, unfi

nished concrete, in addition to brick, which, being fabricated on 

site and transported on the heads of women and on donkey-backs, 

was the cheapest building material available.23 The parasol, brise

soleil, the expression of rough concrete and brick, 1n addition to 

other elements like the esplanade of signs, the pools, different 

trees and hills of landfill that were placed here and there, all 

combined together give the Capitol buildings a certain character 

which helps unite them into an entity which overwhelms the vast

ness of the site aod breaks down its scale. 

22. llOESIGER, W.: L~ Corbusier: Oeuvre Complete 1946-1_~1_- pp.ll4-115 

23. SI\NDERSON, G./I.: "Chnndigarh", Progressive 1\rchitecture, Nnr.56 - pp. 133 
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The site planning was the outcome of many constraints. 

The building orientation was governed by the sun path and the pre

vailing wind.The site was traversed by an axis of vehicular circu

lation that was depressed to a level of five meters below the 

ground plane. This was in order to achieve a segregation of vehi

cular from pedestrian circulation patterns for safety reasons -

a continuation of the concept of the city circulation treatment -

and in order to make the whole site of the Capitol seem like a pe

destrian park.24 This axis ends to the North-East of the Governer's 

Palace after passing between the Assembly and Justice Palaces. 

21 

.---

24. FRANCLIEU, Francoise de: Le Corbusier Sketchbooks: Vol.J- pp.275 

"The Capitol will be an aclmirnbl.e p:1rk, mountnino tree·s, 

flowers and arcl>itecture It is devotPd to the pedeAtri"~· 

lllan mnster of himself, on his own feet, wnlkit1g nr1d 1 ivi.Tlfl 

free of fear automobiles are prohibited in the p:nk the 

nutontobiles hnve their ronda nnd gatewnyR under., five 

111etcrR below the 1P.vel of the:!' p:H·k, i11 vpry n0hJe tn:•n c: h(':c; . 

Thry will get where they're r,oing rf'ndily, quickly noHI 

no isP.IC'ssly . . . " 
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The site is bounded from the North-East by the foot

hills of the Himalayas, a r1ver which has been cut off by a dam 

and transformed into a small lake lies to the South-Eastern side. 

On the South-Weste r n side, the plain of the Capitol extends bound

lessly into the city, so L-C introduced certain hills of landfill.25 

These were to separate the city from the capitol visually and thus 

provide an element of surprise while approaching from the city; 

you cannot see the complex until you pass through the man made hills 

when everything blows up in front of you, the Himalayas and the 

architecture.26 To the North -West, a need for a physical enclosure 

was answered by the positioning of the Secretariat. 

25. DOESIGER, tL : Le Corbusier: oeuvre Compl_:.:_!~_!_~~·_!c_l-2.!.~ - pp. 11 2- 157 

26. FRI\NCI.IEU, Frnncoisc de: Le Corbusi~r Sl<c:.s_chb_<:>_<:> k s :__l,r_£>1.2- pp . 6 38 
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The vehicular ax1s running towards the Governor's Palace 

passes under a tr;111sverse pedestrian axis which extends from the 

Justice Hall to the Parliament, and along which lies the esplanade 

of signs. The two palaces are treated in a way as to interact with 

each other and strengthen the axis towards the governor's Palace. 





:· ~ ' ! ' . . 

Pools are another important element in the site. L-C 

terms them as "marble pavements".27 Functionally they are used to 

shorten the distanc e between different points of the Capitol site. 

L-C set pools on different levels in such a way that the play of 

reflection obtained would make a far object look closer.28 The 

objects that were to be reflected 1n pools were designed according

ly on working draw i ngs.29 

. , • . , .. . . · ,i?i':~·; : ·- '''';,". :' '"''"''" . ,, . 
. ; ;' '.:->.:'~ 
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27. Ibid- pp.399 

28. BOESIGER, W.: 1! Corbusier~ Oeu;r~ Complete 1946-1952- pp. 142 

29. FRIINCLIEU, Frnn coise de: Le Corbusier Sketchbooks: Vol.Z- pp71,6 



The whole Capitol was perceived to be a park for pedes

trians. L-C said, " .. pedestrians should be chanelled through little 

valleys, sinuous walkways and picturesque trees."30 

14 

30. Ibid - pp . )~~ 



Going from the site into the buildings, we start to 

understand the place more. The Secretariat, which is supposed to 

house over 3000 employees, was conceived of at the beginning as 

a skyscraper. This was not possible for the lack of technology to 

build and maintain it. Also it was irrelevant to build a skyscra

per in a place where unexploited open land was abundant.31 Even

tually, it was rotated by 90° and placed on its side over pilotis, 

and oriented perpendicularly to the direction of the flow of wind. 

It is an eight floor long building with a facade of brise-soleil 

that was divided into three parts, the central one, denoting the 

entrance, is more playful than the two rigid wings. The latter ones 

have ramps projecting to the outside. The roof of the building 

accounts for a cafeteria and garden. The internal planning is very 

simple; a long corridoor separates offices on each side. 

31. Ibid- Vol.2 
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Moving across the site towards the Palace of Justice, 

one finds the building to be placed under an enormous parasol, 

protecting it from sun and rain, and directing the wind towards 

its interior. The building's ma1n function is to house eight small 

judicial courts, the High Court, in addition to their services. 

The entrance of the building that lies behind three water basins 

is a huge portico extending as high as the parasol and containing 

three large piers painted green/yellow/red, flanked by two black 

walls. The horizontal circulation of the building consists of a 



La coupe sch,matlque sur le Palais de Ia Haute Cour (projet d'ex6cution) 

Entr6e 
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Salle de travail des avocats 
Casiers a livres 
Bureaux. de consultation 
Bureau du Dlbliothecaire 
Police 
Toilettes 
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10 Entr~e depuis le pare 
11 Pas-Perdus 
12 Haute Cour 
13 Cour 
1• BibliothflQue 
15 Salle a manger des jllges 
16 Chamcres oes juges 
17 Cuisine 
18 Galerie Haute Cour 
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20 Pas-Perdus vide 
21 Bureaux 
22 Archives 
23 Restaurant 
24 Office restaurant 
25 Terra sse accessible 
26 Gaines de ventilation 
27 Vide de Ia salle des Pas·Perdus 
28 Vide de Ia terrasse inf~rieure 
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Niveau 1: La circulation automobile3 
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Niveau 5: Terrasse sous le parasol de Ia toiture 
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Coupe sur Ia Haute Cour, Ia blbllothbQue, le restaurant sur Ia 
terrasse 

rr::& I! 

~!I Ill· 
Coupe sur Ia salle des Pas·Perdus. Le parasol, Ia rampe et les bu
reaux ont des structures lndependantes 

---- ______ r ~ - ~ 

Coupe transversale montrant Ia structure portante 
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Co!Jpes montrant les deux faces de chaque portlque des Pas·Perdus 
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Fac;ades lat8rates . l'eau oluviale rec:ueillie par Je canal m8dlan de Ia toiture tombe depuis les gargouilles dans des cuvettes qui abritent 
les bassins miroirs d 'eau 

Fac;:ade posh~rieure sur Ia tranchee de circulation autos. Brise-soleil abr itant les galeries d'acces aux bureaux 
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cqrridor that extends along the rear of the building linking the 

major and minor vertical circulations. These consist of a ramp, 

a,staircase, and a pair of elevators located within the entrance 

portico, in addition to another staircase at the other side of the 

corridor. The portico separates between the High Court, to its 

left, and eight small courts to its right. The former extends to 

a triple volume in height while the latter stop at a double volume. 

The public entrances to the .courts are from the main facade, while 

the judges' entrances are from the back, coming from their respec

tive offices which lie behind the courts. Behind the High Court is 

a restaurant for the judges. To the back of the building projects 

a small volume annexing the main block under the parasol. 

This contains a library and the hall of 'Pas-Perdus', both of which 

form a double volume. 

71 





The basement gives access to the parking behind the 

building, and contains the security station in addition to advo

cates' reception, working spaces and consultation offices. 

Going up to the second floor, and behind the court lie 

several offices accessed to by the corridor at the back. Behind the 

High Court lies its gallery which is reached through a staircase 

coming from the library. 



I 

Going further up to the third floor, the archives are 

on top of the small courts with additional offices behind them 

and a restaurant above the library commands a magnificent v~ew 

towards the lake. 

The fourth and last level is a large terrace open to 

the front and rear of the building and protected by the huge pa

rasol. 
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The front and back elevations are governed by a bold 

grid of brise-soleil proportioned by the Modulor,while the sides 

seem to end the box as blind walls with water spouts penetrating 

their upper center to throw down the rain water onto receivers 

that channel it to the pools. 



The third building to be erected on site ~s the 

Assembly Hall, which with its portico under the huge gutter, and 

pure forms projecting through its roof slab, plays a role of 

another focus point which balances the monumental presence of the 

High Court . 

' ; : . . .. ~ . 
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The building is mainly composed of an open space, 

'Forum', triple volume, enclosed by the portico from one side 

and by three 'walls' :offices and galleries that overlook this 

central space. Inside the 'Forum', the gathering space used during 

intermissions, lie the two main functions of the building as pure 

geometric forms - a parabolic hyperboloid and a prism - which 

pierce through the roof slab and are ended by a glazed truncation 

and a tetrahedron respectively. The presence of such forms inside 

the 'Forum' in addition to a system of ramps, stairs, columns, and 

beams renders the space monumental and dynamic. It is a relatively 

dark space, having the only light source as a small clerestory 

light band that runs just beneath the ceiling, however it is a 

cool space in the middle of all the heat of the external environ-

ment . 
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The entrance portico conl~ins the governor's entrance 

which is a huge enamelled door thRt opens once every year, and 

leads to the 'Forum'. All the others: ministers, visitors, staff 

and journalists enter from the South-Western side, where the par

king is depressed below ground level with an entrance hall at its 

level, and a pedestrian circulation bridging over it and entering 

on the le~el of the 'Forum'. The 'walls', as mentioned before, 

are made out of offices on the outside, having a uniform pattern 

of brise-soleil, with galleries looking into the 'Forum' on the 

inside. 





40 

The great parabolic Assembly Hall is used for one or 

two months a year. Inside, L-C removed the speaker's platform and 

provided each of the ministers with his own microphone, thus ma

king everyone equal and able to discuss his point of view whenever 

·he pleases. The space provides a beautiful shade with its skylight 

having a system of refractors and diffusers. The effect created 

by the shape is the same as that of a chimney; once the space is 

heated up by sunlight, you start getting an upward draft which 

sucks in fresh and cool air from below to the atmosphere above. 

Thus the room is air-conditioned without the use of mechanical 

equipment. The influence.of this form most probably came from 

cooling towers in Ahmedabad.3Z 

32. Ibid - Vol.4 - pp.872 
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For the problem of accoustics which was faced in the 

courts of the Justice Palace and the Assembly Hall, L-C used dif

ferent cures. In the courts, large areas of walls were covered by 

'· tapestr1es. On the other hand, perforated sheet metal cut out 1n 

the form of clouds and attached to the walls or the Assembly 

space which had low accoustic qualities, improved on the control 

of sound.33 

33. ibid- Vol.3- pp.870 



The tapestries and the enamelled door were designed 

on a small scale by L-C himself in Paris and sent over to India 

where they were en]arged and executed by village people and pri

sonners. 
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Another building on the site is the Governor's Palace, 

about which there is an aspect that deserve mentioning. When de

signed in 1952, it was very far from the core of the complex, the , 
primary esplanade. It was feared that the distance would increase 

by optical illusion. The problem was solved by L-C when he arran

ged different pools on different levels, which, through the play 

of reflections created by the. water, helped in shortening the 

distances and keeping the unity of the whole.34 



A last monument on the site is th'e "Open Hand" with 

the "Trench of Consideration", a place for contemplation where the 

common people could gather and express their ideas and feelings and 

argue public affairs.35 
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35. JENCKS, :charles: Le Corbusier and the Tragic View of Architecture - f\ · l7 



After this discription of the Capitol ln general, it 

is worthwhile to exhibit its results; success and failiure. In ge

neral, L-C did not succeed on the functional level in Chandigarh. 

It seems that his background as a 'machine aestetician' from Europe, 

the area of fierce industrial rivalry, did not help him in a place 

where the car was a U.F.O. Many have criticized L-C's architecture 

in India as being functionally unsuccessful when it comes to Indian 

environment and traditional habits. 

The Capitol, as viewed by Charles Jencks, is too "dis

persed"; the monuments are too far apart for the people to walk to 

and from each other. Also, they cannot be appreciated in juxtapo

sition, except from far distances.36 Focussing onto the Justice 

Palace, Mr. Jencks says that not enough courts were built originally 

nor a system for future expansion was provided; the building looks 

complete and unexpandible due to the parasol. Thus, when additional 

courts had to be added, they had to be suppressed at the back where 

you could not perceive them. In the courts, the judges couldn't see 

the faces of the accused due to the strong glare, so they ordered 

for the layout of the courts to be switched around. Lastly, the 

judges disfigured the architecture by parking under the portico.37 

36. lbid- pp. 153-154 

37. lbid - pp. 156 



Robert Maass, in an article for "The Architectural Re

cord", talks about the negative aspect of Chandigarh. He says that 

the concrete, having holes from its molds, has become a perfect me

dium for beehives and bird nests. He also mentions that the Secre

tariat roof garden is hardly used. The Assembly chamber ts a gran

diose space that is used for one or two months every year. Its 'Fo

rum' is a vast dark space.38 Maass also states that the concrete 

used absorbs heat in the summer, making the interior hot, while 

during the winter, the reverse happens. Furthermore, the brise-soleil 

blocks out the winter sun that is pleasant, while the North-South 

orientation of the Justice and Secretariat Palaces makes the East 

sides warm throughout the day, keeping the West side rather dark 

and cold.39 

38. MAAS, Robert: "Chandignrh Revisited", Architectural Record- p.73 

39. Ibid - pp. 73-74 



"That ChRndigarh doesn't look and feel like other cities 

1n the country has prompted criticism - the point is that Chandigarh 

1s too western and untrue to its culture."40 

Some attribute this to L-c's spending very little time 

at Chandigarh,but instead, doing the work in Paris,which consequent

ly made him underestimate the natural forces acting on his site. 

Actually, when he ~as asked why hadn't he stayed longer in India, 

he simply replied, "I was frightened of being bitten by a snake ... 

what is the significance of Indian Style [ and traditional ways ] 

in the world of today if you accept machines,trousers, and democra

cy?"4 I 

~ -#,,., . ' , _ 
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Thus, we find that L-C did not care for Indian Traditions. 

He did not think about the nation's past, but just tried to solve 

the problem given to him: "Chandigarh was the product of a political 

crisis, embodying the desire of a new nation, poor, technically 

undeveloped, and torn with inner dissention, to create a city sym

bolic of permanence and order, a focal point for the incipient ra

tionalist spirit."42 
.·i· 

' !. 'i : 

I,Q, Ibid- pp,]t, 

t. I, VON MOOS, Stanis.l :1Us: Le Corbusier: Elements ~nthesi~- pp.220 

42. EVENSON, Norma: Le Corbusier: The Machine and the Grand DesigEl.- pp. 103 



"Let this be a new town, symbolic of the freedom of 

India, unfettered by the traditions of the past ... an expression 

of the nation's faith in the future."43 

The key word here is "symbolic". Chandigarh was meant 

to symbolize the future newness, growth, democracy, technology,etc ... 

This cre a ted a new problem; that of people accepting 

these new symbols. For that purpose, L-C took traditional Indian 

forms and imbued a new meaning in them. 

The image of the upturned crescent, used on top of the 

Governor's Palace, echoes the shape of the parasols of both the 

High Court and the Assembly,as well as the roof garden over the 

Secretariat and fin a lly, the Open Hand. This form could comprise 

many meanings and images. "The shape seems to gesture up towards 

the planetary realm ... "44 It echoes the shape of bull's horns, sl

gni fying the Indian sacred bull. Furthermore, "the parasol was 1n 

turn an ancient symbol of state authority, found on top of the 

Buddhist stupas, and in a much later domical or arched form in 

Islamic monuments."45 

43. Ibid .- pp.98 

44. CURTIS, William JR: Le Corbusier: Ideas & Forms- pp . 192 

45. Ibid - pp. 193 
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This shape became the emblem of new India, liberal, 

liberated and democratic. The shape echoed the Open Hand; ''L-C's 

symbol of international peace, transcending politics, caste, re

ligion, race."46 Its origins lie in L-C's work as a painter. Du

ring the thirties, he painted human forms with entangled hands 

and feet. Later on, the hands started to stem out of the context 

and form a certain magic sign. Later development of the hand led 

to its last configuration. In 1948 and "during the years that 

followed, it occupied my mind, finding its first existence in 

Chandigarh ... [The meaning arose] spontaneously, or more exactly, 

as a result of reflections and spiritual struggles, arising from 

the feelings of anguish and disharmony which seperate mankind, 

and so often create ennemies."47 

Many other signs that emerged from L-C's painting, 

drawing and sketchbooks, were applied in Chandigarh: the Modular, 

the harmonic spiral that represents the Modular's series of pro

portions, the twenty four solar hours "which rule men's activity", 

the path of the sun between the solstices, "this sun, which governs 

man - friend or ennemy", and the tower of shade demonstratirlj prin

ciples of sun protection.48 

46. Ibid - pp. 194 

47. EVENSON, Norma: Le Corbusier: The Machine and the Grand Design - pp . 102 

48. Ibid - pp. 102 



Although some might find L-C's imposing of hisown signs 

and monuments as irrelevant and having no connection whatsoever 

with the context, these signs had a double meaning, They could be 

understood as a summary of the basic theme of Chandigarh. The tower 

of shade represents a solution by creation of brise-soleil. The 

Modular and the harmonic spiral represent regulating proportions 

that solved compositional problems. 
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l'intimit8. Les caracteres apparaissant. qualifiant les ge~s et por· 
tant ou II proposant H leur typologie. 
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H A hook is now be in~ printed~ in several lan
guages~ on the research in which I have been 
engaged for more than fift~· years. The final page 

of this book proposes a revolutionary issue: the 
sustained, patient and fruitful 'conversation' 
between architect and engineer, engineer and 

architect. spcakin?" a5 equals. ·with equal respon

sibilities ;-~.!ld prestige. This conversation is that 

of the ~constructors·. 

Nothing can now bt> constructed ·without this 

patient and profitable understanding between 
engineer and architect, each knowing his place, 

each recognising his duti,·; and his rights. 
Formerly, at the beginning of the machine age, 
the engineer·was often timid and self-effacing. 

In contrast, the architect was often pompous, · 

omniscient, trailing clouds of pretension. But 
things have changed! The tendency now is for 

the engineer to he scornful and agressive to
wards the architect enthroned above him. And 
so the fight is on! Mv theory (see sketch) will 
establish peace, and bring collaboration and 
efficiency to the aid of the 'constructors·. 
During the Occupation, I founded the AS
CORAL, and I then tried to indicate, in a sym
bolical drawing, the differing responsibilities of 

the 'constructors' - the architects, the engi

neers - working alongside each other. hut along 
different lines. In my drawing. of two spheres, 
I placed the sphere of the architect above that 

of the engineer. 
In 1959, in the hook mentioned above, I gave a 
quarter turn to my· drawin?. thus bringing archi
tect and engineer to~ether on a horizontal line -

on tlH' sanw leYel. Lut with difl'erin~ task!" and 

responsibilities. 
These then art> the en~ine~r·:-; respon:;iLilitie:o: 
the resp~ct of phvsical laws. th~ strenph of 
tnaterials (supply. econontic consideration:;. etc. 
in relation to safety~ relatively speaking). 

And these the architect~s: humanistn. creativt: 
imagination. Jo,·e of beauty, freedom of choice. 
In n1y drawing, the engineer~s sphere casts are~ 

flection on that of the architect - the reflection 

of the knowledge of physical laws. Similar!)·· the 

architect" s understanding of human problems is 
reflected in the sphere of the engineer. 
The shaded areas of the sketch indicate the 
world of the engineer, the dotted areas that ufthe 
architect. Under this symbolic composition I 
have placed two clasped hands, the fingers 
enlaced horizontally, demonstrating the friendly 

solidarity of both architect and engineer enga
ged, on the same level, in building the civilisation 
of the machine age. This is the emblem of the 
'Constructors'." 

Le Corbusier. 

(Extract from "Science et Vie", Aug:ust 1960.) 
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"An Indian engineer wrote toLe Corbusier, "We have 

a word Ram Bharo s a, which indicates deep faith in the ultimate 

- faith born of the surrender of the will to the Ultimate Source 

of Knowledge, service without reward and much more. I live in 

that faith and f eel happy in the vision of the new city which is 

so safe and so s ecure in its creation in your hands. We are hum

ble people. No guns to brandish, no atomic energy to kill. Your 

philosophy of 'open hand' will appeal to India and what we are 

taking from your open hand, I pray, may become a source of new 

inspiration ~n our architectural and city planning. We may on our 

side, when you come here next, be able to show you the spiritual 

heights to which some of the individuals have attained. Ours is 

a philosophy of open hand. Maybe Chandigarh becomes the new cen

ter of thought."49 

" The open hand 

to receive 

and to give 

at the moment where the modern world 

~s bursting into 

infinite unlimited richness 

intellectual and material. nSO 

L-C 

The Open Hand bec ame the emblem of Chandigarh! 

49. Ibid - pp. 103 

50 . JARDOT, Maur ice: Le Corbusier: My Work- pp . 278 
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Taking another look at the palaces, and particularly 

at the drawings- the tapestries and the enamelled door - we can 

now understand the relationship which seemed nonexistant at the 

beginning. This relationship binds together the theories of L-C 

and the conception and design criteria for Chandigarh, particu

larly the Capitol. Their layout was purely based on aesthetic 

composition; "Just as Gris and Picasso have been able to seize 

fragments of the visible world, raw fragments of appearance, and 

held them together into a new aesthetic entity on canevas, so 

L-C has been able to take the most inpromising, the crudest re

sults of empirical engineering and bring them together into 

a complete harmony in design and purpose."Sl 

51. FRANCLIEU, Francoise de: Le Corbusier Sketchbooks: Vol. 2- pp.278 
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The architecture of the Capitol designates the climax 

of L-C's career as a designer, representing the accomplishment of 

ideas and concepts that were being developed throughout his pro

ductive lifetime. 

The Secretariat building, having an elongated plan 

that is divided into similar compartments, is similar to the 

Unite d'Hahitation. The use of pilotis to allow for circulation 

below the building and the reproduction of landscape on top of the 

building as a roof garden; the use of ramps that strengthen the 

concept of promenade architecture; the use of ramps that are stem

ming out of the building having the form of a door knob; in addi

tion to the use of pure forms in the 1ssem~l.Y building - tetra

hedron and hyperboloid - with the use of a grided brise-soleil 

g1ve the building a certain mechanical character. The parasols, 

open hand, the form on the truncation of the hyperboloid, the 

hull's horns in the tapestries signify a meaning of peace inter-
lo 

preted by L-C) in very much suitable '1 Chandigarh' s will to progress 

and change to become liberal, democratic and peaceful. 

"Le Corbusier's solution responded to analogous issues 

with equal formality, but in the terminology of this "Indian 

Grammar" he bridged the gap between East and West , ancient and 

modern, by seeking out correspondances of principle."S2 

The city of Chandigarh has been a major influence on 

making Punjab one of the richest states of India. It has invited 

industry and technology with open arms. However, if it cotinues 

on growing, it might be affected negatively: " ... its positive 

qualities will be undermined by speculation, bureaucratic graft 

and laisser-faire construction. The growth has also had its poli

tical stresses. In 1966, the Punjab was again divided, and the new 

state Haryana now occupies half of the Parliament building ... 

Sikh aspirations towards independence [were] stimulating unrest 

in the Punjab with the threat of further divisions."53 

52. CURTTS, William: Le Corbusier: Ideas & Forms - pp. 198 

53. Ibid - pp.200 



The effect of Chandigarh's architecture on the new 

Indian generation of Architects was tremendous; it has set down 

a standard, a starting point from which they could learn. Although 

sometimes missused, L-C's architectural language has brought about 

certain respectable architects; Balkrishna Doshi, Charles Correa 

and Raj Rewal.54 

"The Chandigarh monuments idealize cherished notions 

of law and government with deep roots: they span the centuries by 

fusing modern and ancient myths in symbolic forms of prodigious 

authenticity. Although recent in fabrication, they possess a time

lessness that will insure them a major place in the stock of cul

tural memories."SS 

54. Ibid- pp.200 

55. Ibid - pp.201 
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